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This month’s meeting Wednesday

18th February

This month Dick Osler will be talking

about his epic arctic trip which has

been serialised over the last three editions

of this newsletter. This will enable us to get

a better personal insight into the trip and,

no doubt, will include many anecdotes

omitted from the written version. The

meeting will start at 8pm as usual.

SVMC ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

2015

Chairman’s Report.

Welcome to the SVMC’s 2015 AGM!

2014 was a great year for

microlighting and light sport aviation,

there have been some rather large

changes to regulation that directly affects

our sport in a positive way, and it has been

great to see all the articles in the flying

press showing how the ‘red tape challenge’

has actually had an effect. Thanks must go

to all those at the top who made it happen.

The most notable change at Club level this

year has been the change of venue for the

winter meetings. Andy, Alan, Dave and Jon

were instrumental in making this happen,

so thanks again to them. I hope Imjin

continues to provide a great resource for

the Club as the Flying Shack did for us

previously.

It’s been a brilliant start to this winter’s

evening meetings and Jon has risen to the

task grandly, including getting a speaker

for this evening, so I must wind-up quickly!

This year saw the introduction of fly-outs

to the Club. These, I feel, have been a

great success. The trip to Panshanger pre-

closure was attended by 9 aircraft and the

trip to Yeovilton was a great experience I

can vouch for personally. I look forward to

more of these this year. Thanks must go to

Myron for 2014’s trips.

The summer fly-ins were again a great

success and continue to provide the main

way of attracting new members, which

surely says great things about what

microlighting offers to its members.

Thanks to Andy and Alan for holding the

fort, doing a sterling job at the barbeques

and organising the venues.

Paul has been ever busy this year which is

his final one as Club Treasurer. As the

friendly face at the fly-ins, getting new

members to part with their cash is a

challenging job but Paul has always done

it with such grace it leaves people with a

warm feeling in their stomach that doesn’t

go away when they leave the venue.
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Thanks for that past three years Paul.

Bill has again exceeded himself by

assembling a great publication for us to

read each month. Thanks again Bill for

your efforts and here’s to 2015’s stories.

I think I’m correct in saying that the Club

has never had as many members as it has

today - a feat that is, I think, fantastic.

The reasons for this are diverse but none

of it would be possible without the

dedication of the committee members sat

around me today. To them, I say thank

you. Here’s to 2015 being another epic

year!

Treasurer’s Report

In 2014 we have achieved all we set out

to do at the start of the year. We have

reversed our long run of deficits and have

rebuilt our reserves. We should be able to

comfortably reduce our subs back to £20

as we all agreed previously and still

maintain a healthy balance sheet going

forward. Indeed, we have more money in

the bank now than we did when I took

over the Treasurer role and our expenses

cover is back to where I think it should be.

On top of this, membership is at a record

level due, in no small part, to all the hard

work that the committee and our

membership put into making the SVMC

such a vibrant Club.

Subscriptions

The Club voted in favour of the proposal to

lower the subs from £25 to £20 for e-mail

only members, and £32 to £27 for

members receiving Airscrew by post.

Proposed by John Ingram and seconded

by Richard Osler

Committee posts and future vacancies

Committee post vacancies were discussed.

The roles of Fly-in Co-ordinator and

Treasurer were available.

Brian Finch volunteered to be Fly-in Co-

ordinator. Seconded by Andy Virgo.

David Hineson was proposed for the role

of Treasurer by Paul Collins and second-

ed by Alan Coulon.

The Chairman gave notice that he will

be stepping down from the role at the

next AGM at the end of his three year

term of office.

Presentation of awards

The Chairman’s Award was given to

John Sparks for his endless

enthusiasm and ongoing efforts in

documenting his exploits in his stories

and photographs.

The Spitfire Award was given to Rob

Keene and Phil Hanman for winning

the French tour competition in a British

machine beating the French at their own

game on home ground.
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Any other business

Jon Ingram asked for speaker ideas

and/or topics of interest from the floor.

The meeting closed at 9:00pm.

(Editor’s Note:- Members will have

noticed that the trophy for the Chairman’s

Award this year is different from previous

years. This is due to the suggestion and

efforts of Alan Coulon. The propeller was

donated by Dave Hineson and Alan did all

the necessary restoration and metal work

on it. Thanks to both of them.)

Subscriptions are now due

The Club subscription for 2015 has been

reduced so there is no excuse for

delaying paying yours at this month’s

meeting. If you are unable to attend then

please consider sending a cheque made

out to SVMC to the Treasurer, Dave

Hineson, at 52 Mottershead Drive,

Innsworth, Gloucester GL3 1EH as soon as

possible.

P & M Aviation

After a five year break, Jim Cunliffe is

returning to the microlight world and

taking up the reins of P&M Aviation again

as manager from 1 February. Roger

Pattrick is leaving at the end of January to

concentrate on the technical work he will

enjoy at the BMAA.

A statement from P&M explained, 'Jim has

tried retirement for a bit, during which

time he built a house, several vintage

motorcycles and ridden a Honda 90

around darkest Africa. Having long

experience in the job during the most

successful years for P&M so far, he will

bring a renewed focus and energy to the

company.'

Jim can be contacted on 07721 451104.

www.pmaviation.co.uk

New BMAA Staff Member

We are pleased to announce that Roger

Pattrick has been appointed as the

new BMAA Design Approval Engineer.

He will take up his duties early in the

New Year.

Roger joins us from a career in the

Microlight manufacturing industry, most

recently as Managing Director of P&M

Aviation Ltd.

The BMAA Chief Technical Officer, Ben

Syson, said: ‘It is very exciting for us to

have Roger join the BMAA Technical

Office. Roger has a vast amount of

Microlight engineering experience, so

his appointment will really strengthen

our team.’

CAA Policy Change

Infringing controlled airspace is a

common fear among pilots. In the

past there has always been the fear of

prosecution and appearance in court.

Now things have changed a little. If, on

investigation, the CAA feels that the

pilot has displayed poor judgement or

insufficient knowledge he is offered the

chance to sit an online test. This is the

equivalent of a “speed awareness”

course which avoids points on your

driving licence. Successful completion of

either course enables the “offender” to

make amends and carry on

flying/driving without being penalised

through the courts. Common sense has

prevailed in both fields.

E-mail failed deliveries

Members will have noticed that

Airscrew is now sent out using BCC

so that the addresses of others included

in the mail are not visible to other

recipients. This was done to prevent

members clicking on “Reply” and finding

that their personal reply to anyone on

the list was circulated to everyone on

the list. Additionally, it helps to prevent

other persons who might see the list

having access to your personal e-mail

address.

One disadvantage is that when the

Editor gets a “failed delivery” notice he
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has no idea who has not received the mail.

So, as far as Airscrew itself is concerned,

if it has not appeared in your Inbox by the

Monday before the meeting, please

contact the Editor - details in the box at

the end of the newsletter.

Club Activity

The weather for the first part of the year

has been a mixed bag. Initially the rain

turned strips into muddy morasses

preventing all flying activity. Then

followed the frost which, if the cold was no

deterrent, provided the ideal opportunity

to take to the air. Photos have been rather

scarce unfortunately but John Sparks did

get aloft on 8th February and took the

following photos - just cloud not snow!
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